Information theory has been taken as a prospective tool for quantifying the complexity of complex networks. In this paper, we first study the information entropy or uncertainty of a path using the information theory. Then we apply the path entropy to the link prediction problem in real-world networks. Specifically, we propose a new similarity index, namely Path Entropy (PE) index, which considers the information entropies of shortest paths between node pairs with penalization to long paths. Empirical experiments demonstrate that PE index outperforms the mainstream link predictors.
Introduction
Fundamental principles underlying various complex systems, such as social, biological, technological systems, have attracted lots of attention from the network science community over the past two decades [1, 2, 3, 4] . It has been demonstrated that plenty of real-world networks have scale-free degree distributions [5, 6, 7, 8] , small-world effects [9, 10, 11, 12] , and high clustering properties [13, 14] . Generally, social and collaboration networks are assortative mixing [15, 16] , while biological and technological networks are disassortative mixing [17, 18] . Scale-free networks are very robust to random attacks, but are fragile to target attacks [19, 20, 21, 22] . Also, scale-free networks facilitate epidemic spreading since the epidemic threshold for scale-free networks approximates to zero [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . The deep understanding of network structures and dynamics helps us to make critical predictions of complex networks [28] . Link prediction [29, 30, 31, 32] is to estimate the existence possibility of links between unconnected nodes based on the network structures, nodes attributes, and many others. Generally, there are two kinds of desired links: one is the missing links in the current network, and the other is the future links emerging in the evolution of the network. Link prediction has both scientific meaning and broad applications. On the one hand, prediction methods usually echo the fundamental organization rules of complex networks, and prediction performance in some sense indicates the predictability of complex networks [33] . For example, common neighborhood (CN) based indices [34, 35, 36] are based on the high clustering property of complex networks. High prediction accuracy of CN-based indices indicates that the network has a strong clustering property and a large predictability. Preferential attachment (PA) index [5] reflects the rich-get-richer mechanism of social networks. In addition, link prediction provides us a natural standard for the comparison of various network models [29] . On the other hand, link prediction is widely used in various applications, for example discovering potential interactions in protein-protein interaction networks [37] , recommending goods and friends in social networks [31, 38] , exploring coauthor relationships in collaboration networks [39] , and even revealing hidden relations in terrorist networks [40] .
Link prediction has long been discussed in computer science, but is booming recently in network science [29] . The reason is that structural similarity indices are generally simpler with lower computational cost than machine learning based prediction methods. Specifically, structural similarity based methods can be classified into three groups: local indices [34, 35, 36, 5, 41, 42] , global indices [43, 44] and quasi-local indices [45, 46] . Local indices are usually defined by using the knowledge of common neighbors and node degree, which include CN, PA, Adamic-Adar (AA) [41] , resource allocation (RA) [42] , etc. Global indices are defined based on the whole network topological information, such as Katz Index [43] , Leicht-Holme-Newman (LHN) Index [44] , and so on. Quasi-local indices are between local indices and global indices since the network topological information used in quasi-local indices is more than local indices, but less than global indices. Quasi-local indices contain local path (LP) index [45] , local random walk (LRW) index [46] , Superposed Random Walk (SRW) [46] , etc. Generally, the prediction accuracy of local indices is the lowest among the three groups of indices. However, the computational cost of local indices is the smallest among the three. Global indices are the opposite of local indices, while quasi-local indices fall in between. In addition, information of hierarchical and community structures [47, 48] has been referred to link prediction which further improves the prediction accuracy with additional computational cost.
Recently, information theory has been employed to quantify the complexity of complex networks structures with various scales [49, 50] . The Von Neumann entropy [51] and Shannon entropy [49] of a network are defined respectively. Bauer et al [52] used the maximum entropy principle in their construction of random graphs with arbitrary degree distribution. Bianconi [53] studied the entropy of randomized network ensembles and found that network ensembles with fixed scale-free degree distribution have smaller entropy than that with homogeneous degree distribution. She [54] further provided the expression of the entropy of multiplex networks ensembles. Halu et al [55] further studied the maximal entropy ensembles of spatial multiplex and spatial interacting networks. Entropy of network dynamics such as diffusion process [56] and random walks [57] are also discussed. Network entropy measures have been applied to community detection [58] , aging and cancer progression characterization [59] , and very recently link prediction [60] .
So far, the information entropy or uncertainty embodied in a path has not yet been explored specifically. In complex networks, heterogeneity of paths can be further quantified by the path entropy or uncertainty. With path entropy, we can study how the path heterogeneity affects network properties and dynamics. In this paper, we firstly study the path entropy and obtain an approximate expression of path entropy which is based on the entropies of links in the path. Then we apply path entropy to the link prediction problems and propose a new similarity index based on path entropy. The outline of the article is as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed derivation of the entropy of a path. Section 3 gives the new similarity index. Section 4 presents the experiment results, and section 5 provides the conclusion. There is also an appendix which introduces the basic link prediction framework and traditional similarity indices which are used in our experiments for comparison purpose.
Information entropy of a path
In information theory, the uncertainty of an event depends on the probability of its occurrence. Given an event Q with occurrence possibility P (Q), its information entropy or uncertainty I(Q) is defined as [61] :
where the base of the logarithm is 2, the same in the following. Apparently, the larger the occurrence possibility of event Q, the smaller the entropy of event Q is. For a node pair (a, b) in a network, let's denote L 1 ab (L 0 ab ), which means that there is (not) a link between a and b. Assuming there is no degree correlation among nodes in the network, the probability of L 1 ab is calculated as follows:
where k a and k b are the degrees of a and b. M is the number of edges in the network. Combing Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, we get the entropy of L 1 ab as:
Through the above derivation, we infer that
Assuming the network is sparse, we have M ≫ k max , where k max is the maximum node degree. Then, let's consider a simple path D = v 0 v 1 · · ·v δ of length δ. The occurrence probability of path D is calculated as follows:
Eq. 4 means that the occurrence probability of a simple path approximates to the product of its links' occurrence probabilities. Then, the entropy of path D is calculated as follows:
).
Eq. 5 indicates that the entropy of a path approximates to the sum of its links' entropies.
Similarity index based on path entropy
In link prediction, the link probability of an unconnected node pair is positively correlated with their topological similarities. Various similarity indices are proposed to quantify the topological similarity of node pairs [29] . However, it is hard to find an universally applied similarity index, since the essential organization rule or rules of various complex networks are usually unknown.
Information theory is a promising tool to measure the complexity of complex networks and has been applied in link prediction [60] . From the perspective of information theory, the link likelihood of a node pair is indicated by the link entropy. Large link entropy means that the node pair has a small probability to be connected with a link. In link prediction problems, we are interested in the conditional entropy [60] :
where G ′ is the part of the whole topological structure used in link prediction. Generally, the conditional entropy decreases with the increase of amount of topological information used in the link prediction. Here, we consider all the simple paths, and thus G ′ = 
where 1/(i − 1) is the weight of simple paths with length i, with which the contributions of long paths are penalized. This is based on the common assumption that the longer the path is, the less important the path is in link prediction. Note that we have also checked other weight forms such as 1/i, 1/ (i), etc., and find that 1/(i − 1) corresponds to the best prediction performance. For two unconnected nodes, large link entropy means small link probability, or in some sense small similarity. Our path-entropy (PE) based similarity index is defined as the negative of the conditional entropy as follows:
We illustrate the calculation of PE with a simple network as shown in Figure 1 . We set l as 3. Considering node pair (v0, v3), we have {D 
Results
We compare our similarity index with six mainstream indices (see Appendix A) on eleven real-world networks [10, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67] , the statistics of which are summarized in Table 1 . In those networks, directed links are taken as undirected links by ignoring the directions, and self-connections are removed. For unconnected networks, we choose their largest connected components. The data of those networks comes from disparate fields. i) C.elegans [10] : The neural network of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. ii) FWFW [62] : The food web of Florida ecosystem. iii) SmaGri [63] Table 2 and 3 respectively. For our PE index, l = 2 and l = 3 are considered in the experiment. Note that all the results are the average over 100 independent runs. Table 2 shows that for AUC, PE with l = 2 already achieves better performance than the other mainstream similarity indices except FWFW. When l = 3, PE gets better performance than l = 2, and AUC for FWFW is greatly improved. This is generally because for PE index the more topological information used in link prediction, the better the prediction performance is. However, considering the contributions of long simple paths, which is relatively small, and the large computational cost they cause, it is reasonable to just consider short simple paths in link prediction. Note that for Poliblogs and Yeast, AUC reach more than 90%, so it is difficult to improve their prediction accuracy. Also, the small average node degree and large average Table 3 : Prediction accuracy measured by Precision (top-100) on eleven real-world networks.
distance for Power limit the prediction accuracy. Table 3 shows that for precision l = 2 for PE is not enough, since the corresponding precision values are not better than the mainstream similarity indices. When l = 3, the precision values of PE are generally larger than the other indices. The exceptions are Power and Email(bold in Table 3 ) for which the Precision values of PE with l = 3 are even worse than PE with l = 2.
Conclusion
In summary, we quantitatively study the influence of paths in link prediction by using the information theory. We obtain that the information entropy of a path is approximately equal to the sum of its links information entropies. Path entropy is a natural metric for quantifying the structure importance of a path in the network. We apply path entropy in link prediction problems, and propose a new similarity index. Our similarity index considers the contributions of all simple paths in link prediction measured by path entropies with penalty to long paths. Simulation results on realworld networks demonstrate that our index generally outperforms the other mainstream similarity indices with higher prediction accuracy measured by AUC and Precision. The reason is that most of the other similarity indices consider the number of common neighbors, node degrees, path lengths, etc. However, these metrics are relatively coarse compared to those metrics in the information theory framework. With path entropy, we better quantify the role of paths in link prediction, and thus can design more efficient link predictors. We also believe that path entropy can be applied to other network problems such as epidemic spreading, network attacks and so on.
Appendix A. Problem description and standard metrics
Assuming an undirected and unweighted network G(V, E), where V and E are the sets of nodes and links respectively. Clearly, G has |V |(|V | − 1)/2 node pairs totally, which constitute the universal set U. To measure the performance of similarity indices in link prediction, E is randomly divided into two parts: a training set E T and a test set E P . In our experiment, E
T and E P are generated with the 90/10 rule [29] . Obviously, E T ∪ E P = E and E
T ∩ E P = ∅. Two standard metrics AUC and Precision are often used in link prediction. AUC is the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. When calculating AUC, each node pair in U − E T is given a similarity score based on a given similarity index. Then, each time we randomly pick a link from E P and a nonexistence link from U − E and compare their scores. If among n times of independent comparisons, there are n ′ times that the score of the link from E P is higher than the link from U − E, and n ′′ times that they have the same scores, then AUC is calculated as:
Apparently, AUC should be close to 0.5 if the scores are assigned from an independent and identical distribution. Therefore, an AUC larger than 0.5 means the link prediction method is better than pure chance, and similarity index with the larger AUC is always preferable. Precision cares about the prediction accuracy of top ranked links. If among top L links ranked by similarity scores, there are m links belonging to E P , then Precision is calculated as:
We here introduce the six mainstream similarity indices which are used for comparison purpose in our experiment.
(1)Common neighbors (CN) [34] . This index defines the similarity score of two nodes as the number of their common neighbors, which is:
where Γ(a) is the set of neighbors of a, and O ab is the set of common neighbors of a and b.
(2)Resource Allocation (RA) [42] . This index considers the degree of common neighbors with penalty to large degree nodes, which is:
Adamic-Adar Index (AA) [41] . This index is similar to RA, but considers the logarithm of node degree, which is:
.
(A.5) (4)Local Naïve Bayes form of CN (LNB-CN) [68] . This index weights the contributions of common neighbors by using the Naïve Bayes model, which is defined as follows: . N ∆z and N Λz are respectively the numbers of connected and disconnected node pairs whose common neighbors include z.
(5)Local Naïve Bayes form of RA (LNB-RA) [68] . Similar to LNB-CN, this index combines the RA index with the Naïve Bayes model, defined as: 
